Deadly Medicine Educational Resources

We encourage you to learn more about the involvement of health professionals in the Holocaust. While there are many books and articles on the topic, we recommend the resources below.

Websites

The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum

Website of educational resources curated by the museum on events before, during, and after the Holocaust.  https://www.ushmm.org/learn

The Deadly Medicine Website

Website specifically tailored to Deadly Medicine exhibit with educational resources.  https://www.ushmm.org/information/exhibitions/traveling-exhibitions/deadly-medicine

Maimonides Institute for Medicine, Ethics and the Holocaust: On Demand Education

On demand and CME-accredited activities from one of our partner organizations.  Deadly Medicine program feature keynote speaker for the 2018 Holocaust Genocide and Contemporary Bioethics Program and CBH Director Matt Wynia walking through the exhibit.

http://www.mimeh.org/on-demand-activities.html

Books


Definitive work on the involvement of German doctors in the Holocaust.  Available everywhere.


Companion hardcover book for the Deadly Medicine exhibit.  Available online at Amazon, Barnes and Noble, Walmart, EBay, etc.